
 

              

 
 
 
 
 
 

PROFESSIONAL HOME STAGING 
 

 

Heidi Homes has partnered with Zoom Casa to help you prepare your client’s home for sale.  Our 
goal is to help you execute the most lucrative sale possible, and to do with fewer days on market. 
 
Zoom Casa is a concierge platform for home sellers offered by professional real estate agents. 
Together we provide painless solutions with no cash out of pocket that ensure your listings sell for 
top dollar, faster.  Smart agents use Zoom Casa as a tool to differentiate themselves and win more 
listings. 
 
Professional home staging is not simply about installing furniture.  It is the selection of tasteful 
furnishings, catered to your listing and to buyers’ emotions, done in a way that maximizes the 
apparent size of each room while conveying an aspirational look and feel.  It suggests a lifestyle that 
prospective buyers can aspire to, enabling them to emote to what they see and encouraging them to 
buy in immediately.  This emotional response gives you leverage and helps you sell your listing 
faster for a higher price.  Heidi Swenson has an expert eye and years of experience staging homes in a 
manner that creates a highly desirable living space and maximizes the apparent value of the 
property. 
 
According to the National Association of Realtors (NAR), the average staging investment is 1% of a 
home's asking price and increases a home’s sales price by 3%.  For a property listed at $750,000, a 3% 
increase in sales price equates to $22,500, representing in a 200% return on investment, all while 
increasing traffic and reducing the time your home is on the market. 
 
With Zoom Casa, professional home staging services require no upfront payment, no cash out of 
pocket – subject to certain terms and conditions.  Staging costs do not come out of your commission 
and you do not have to convince your client to spend several thousand dollars up front.  Zoom Casa 
puts real money in your pocket – at no expense to you – and drives your performance metrics. 
 
Professional staging companies on Zoom Casa’s platform are vetted for education, skill, and 
experience, and they maintain all prudent insurance coverages. They are typically accredited from 
one of the major staging industry associations, and have demonstrated a proven track record of 
creating value for home sellers by maximizing sales prices and reducing days on market.  Heidi 
staged properties “feel” like luxury but also like home, like a place where you’d really want to live. 
 
We’re the edge that gives you an advantage. 
 
For more information, please visit:     www.Heidi-Homes.com      www.zoomcasa.com 
 



 

                               

 
 

 
 
 
 

PROFESSIONAL RENOVATION SERVICES 
 
Heidi Homes has partnered with Zoom Casa to help you prepare your client’s home for sale.  Our 
goal is to help you execute the most lucrative sale possible, and to do with fewer days on market. 
 
Zoom Casa is a concierge platform for home sellers offered by professional real estate agents.  
Together we provide painless solutions with no cash out of pocket that help ensure your listings sell 
for top dollar, faster.  Smart agents use Zoom Casa as a tool to differentiate themselves and win more 
listings. 
 
One of the ways we do so is by facilitating cosmetic renovations with no cash out of pocket.  We 
enable our realtors to offer their clients simple services like painting and flooring, resurfaced kitchens 
and bathrooms, deep cleaning and landscaping, all without a penny of out-of-pocket expenditure on 
the part of the homeowner.   
 
These cosmetic refreshes are straightforward and cost-effective, and yet they convey the look of 
modern living in a luxurious home.   
 
The optics of the above trigger an emotional response in the shopper, one that drives a desire to live 
there and so a desire to buy, and to do so now.  That emotional response gives you leverage, and that 
leverage allows you to sell the property faster, and for top dollar.  It's that simple.   
 
With Zoom Casa, professional home renovation services require no upfront payment – no cash out of 
pocket.  Instead, payment is made after the home sells, out of escrow, subject to certain terms and 
conditions.  We seek to help you differentiate yourself and drive revenues. 
 
Additionally, Zoom Casa helps protect your interests and those of your client by requiring all 
vendors on our platform to maintain all necessary licenses and appropriate insurance coverages.   
 
Zoom Casa guarantees your satisfaction with the work, and in doing so, Zoom Casa significantly de-
risks the contracting and project process for you.   
 
Finally, Zoom Casa manages the entire process.  You no longer have to pursue contractors and track 
down invoices and receipts, manage work schedules and oversee the project.   
 
We provide sales leverage and operational efficiency, all while delighting the customer.   
 
We're the edge that gives you an advantage.   
 
For more information, please visit:     www.Heidi-Homes.com      www.zoomcasa.com 


